In this paper, we consider the energy-bandwidth allocation for a network with multiple broadcast channels, where the transmitters access the network orthogonally on the assigned frequency band and each transmitter communicates with multiple receivers orthogonally or non-orthogonally. We assume that the energy harvesting state and channel gain of each transmitter can be predicted for K slots a priori.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of energy harvesting technologies enables a new paradigm of wireless communications powered by renewable energy sources [2] [3] . Although energy harvesting can potentially enable sustainable and environmentally friendly deployment of wireless networks, it requires efficient utilization of energy and bandwidth resources [4] [5] .
In Part I of this two-part paper [1] , for a network with multiple orthogonal broadcast channels and energy harvesting transmitters, we proposed an iterative algorithm for computing the optimal energy-bandwidth allocation to maximize the weighted throughput. For the special case that each transmitter only communicates with one receiver and all weights are equal, the algorithms for efficiently solving the energy and bandwidth allocation subproblems are also proposed. In this paper, we develop algorithms for solving the two subproblems for the general case of multiple broadcast channels. Moreover, for a single (non-orthogonal) broadcast channel with energy harvesting transmitter, the optimal energy scheduling over static and two-user fading channels was discussed in [6] and [7] , respectively. In this paper, we treat the energy-bandwidth allocation problem for multiple broadcast channels, including both orthogonal and non-orthogonal broadcast. Taking the proportional fairness into account, [8] discussed the convergence of the general proportionally-fair scheduling without energy harvesting. For energy harvesting transmitters with unbounded battery capacity, heuristic algorithms have been proposed in [9] to find the time-power allocations under the proportional fairness. The proportionally-fair energy-bandwidth allocation in multiple orthogonal broadcast channels is also treated in this paper.
In particular, we consider a network with multiple transmitters, each powered by the renewable energy source. We assume that the transmitters are assigned orthogonal frequency bands to avoid interfering from each other. In orthogonal broadcast, the frequency band assigned to the transmitter is further split for the transmission to each designated receiver orthogonally (i.e., no interference); on the other hand, in non-orthogonal broadcast, the transmissions to all designated receivers take place on the same frequency band assigned to the transmitter. For the special case where all links have equal weights, with orthogonal or non-orthogonal broadcast, we show that each transmitter should only use the strongest channel in each slot, i.e., multiple broadcast channels reduce to multiple point-to-point channels, and thus we can directly use the algorithms in [1] to obtain the optimal energy-bandwidth allocation. For the general weighted case, we develop algorithms for solving the two subproblems, i.e., energy allocation and bandwdith allocation, for both orthogonal and non-orthogonal broadcast. We also reveal that the gain by non-orthognoal broadcast over orthogonal broadcast is limited with energy harvesting transmitters.
Moreover, we formulate a proportionally-fair (PF) throughput maximization problem with orthogonal broadcast. In point-to-point channels without energy harvesting, in slot k, the optimal [8] . However, in the presence of energy harvesting, using a single link is not optimal and thus scheduling multiple links in a slot and splitting the bandwidth is essential. To efficiently solve the PF throughput maximization problem, we convert it to a weighted throughput maximization problem with proper weights. The algorithm to obtain such weights is also proposed.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sections II and III treat orthogonal and nonorthogonal broadcast channels, respectively. Section IV solves the propotionally fair problem for orthogonal broadcast. Simulation results are provided in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. MULTIPLE ORTHOGONAL BROADCAST CHANNELS
Consider a network consisting of N transmitters and M receivers where transmitter n ∈ N communicates with receivers in the set M n ( n M n = M, and M n M n ′ = Φ for n = n ′ )
in an orthogonal broadcast channel. Our goal is to schedule the transmission in K slots K {1, 2, . . . , K} to maximize the weighted sum-rate by proper energy and bandwidth allocation [1, Eqn. (5)- (6)]. Specifically, in [1] , we first gave the optimal energy discharge schedule in [1, Eqn. 
for all n ∈ N , m ∈ M, k ∈ K, where
W {W m , ∀m ∈ M} is the set of weights, ǫ is the required minimal bandwidth allocation,Ẽ k n is the effective harvested energy after optimally discharging the surplus energy [1, Eqn. (11)], and B max n is the battery capacity of transmitter n.
Introducing the non-negative dual variables λ
as the Lagrangian multipliers. Then, the Lagrangian functions for P W (ǫ) can be defined as
A. Maximizing Network Throughput
For the special case that all links have equal weights, e.g., W = {W m = 1, m ∈ M}, the following result states that each transmitter should only use its strongest channel.
Theorem 1:
The problem P {1} (0) in multiple orthogonal broadcast channels is equivalent to the energy-bandwidth allocation problem in point-to-point channels formulated as
October 13, 2014 DRAFT subject to the constraints in (2) , where m k n arg max m∈Mn {H k m } for each k ∈ K. Thus the optimal energy-bandwidth allocation can be efficiently solved by the algorithms in [1] .
Proof: The first-order condition is necessary for optimality, which can be written as
with u
By setting W m = 1, we then have
When m∈M p k m > 0 and ǫ = 0, the optimal bandwidth allocation is given as [10] 
Then, for any transmitter n such that m∈Mn p k m > 0 and denoting ∆ m∈Mn a k m , we further have
Substituting (11) into (9), we then have
Replacing p k j in (12) by (9), we have
> 0 and (13) can be further written as
Moreover, according to the definition of ∆, we also have
Denoting m k n max m∈Mn H k m , by (9) and (11), we have p (15) and (16) 
B. Optimal Algorithms for Solving Subproblems
For the general weighted sum-rate problem, the iterative algorithm developed in [1] decomposes P W (ǫ) as follows.
• Given the bandwidth allocation A n {a k m , ∀m ∈ M n , k ∈ K}, for each n ∈ N , obtain the energy allocation p m [p 
• Given the energy allocation P k {p k m , ∀m ∈ M}, for each k ∈ K, obtain the bandwidth allocation a
by solving the following subproblem:
subject to
In [1] , algorithms for solving the above two subproblems are obtained for the special case of point-to-point channels and equal weights. We now develop algorithms for the general case.
1) Solving the Bandwidth Allocation Subproblem:
Based on the Lagrangian function defined in (5), the first-order condition and the complementary slackness of the bandwidth allocation problem can be written as
which along with the constraints in (21) constitute the K.K.T. conditions of BP k (P k , ǫ, W). Since
is a convex optimization problem with linear constraints, its K.K.T. conditions are sufficient and necessary for optimality when ǫ > 0 [11] .
Note that, for x ∈ (0, 1), 
where Z 0 {m | p 
where
According to (25), since X m (α, β) is decreasing with respect to α and increasing with respect to β ≥ 0 when X m (α, 0) ∈ (0, 1), then so does
. Hence, we further have
Therefore, (28) can be written as
Theorem 2: Suppose that α k is the solution to (31). Then, the optimal bandwidth allocation
Proof: The first term in (32) follows since the minimal bandwidth should be allocated to the receiver with zero transmission energy. Also, by (30) and (26) we have the second term in (32).
Moreover, when α k satisfies (31), all K.K.T. conditions of the bandwidth allocation problem are satisfied therefore the optimal bandwidth allocation is obtained.
We note that X m (α k , 0) ∈ (0, 1) is continuous and decreasing with respect to α k , then so does
is also continuous and decreasing with respect to α k . Then, we may use the bisection method [12] to find out α k such that G(α k ) = 1 − |Z 0 |ǫ and the optimal bandwidth allocation can be obtained by (32).
The procedure for solving the bandwidth allocation is summarized as follows.
Algorithm 1 -Solving bandwidth allocation subproblem
Since we need to solve for X m (α, 0) from (25) repeatedly, we can pre-compute the solutions to y = x − log(x), x ∈ (0, 1) and store them in a look-up table. Then the overall complexity of However, for the general weighted case, we need to solve the equation group consisting of (25) for all m ∈ M and (31) to obtain the dual variable α k and then calculate the optimal bandwidth allocation given by (32).
2) Solving the Energy Allocation Subproblem:
EP n (A n , W) is a convex optimization problem with linear constraints thus its K.K.T. conditions are necessary and sufficient for optimality [11] .
Using the Lagrangian function defined in (5), in addition to the first-order condition and the feasibility constraints, the complementary slackness can be written as
Taking the derivative of (4) on p k m and using the first-order condition, we have
By (36), when m∈Mn p k m = P n , we have ξ k n ≥ 0 and otherwise ξ k n = 0. Then, we have
Then we can treatP
as the maximum transmission energy for each receiver and thus the optimal energy allocation is
where 
Fig. 1. Two-dimensional water-filling. The "water" (energy) is filled over both the receiver-axis (left) and time-axis (right)
with the same water level w as interpreted in (41)- (42).
We note that, in the orthogonal broadcast channel, each transmitter communicates with multiple receivers and the transmitted energy is drawn from the same battery. Then, according to (41), the water (energy) is not only filled along the time axis but also along the receiver index axis, as shown in Fig. 1 . In other words, given two adjacent BDP/BFPs (a, the type of a)
and (b, the type of b) where a ≤ b, the energy allocation p k m can be calculated by (41) with the same water level w k n = w ab for all receiver m ∈ M n and slot k ∈ [a + 1, b]. Then, the water level w ab should be determined by
where I(·) is an indicator function and p
In [13] , a single-user dynamic water-filling algorithm is proposed to find the BDP/BFP set by recursively performing the "forward search" and "backward search" operations with conventional water-filling. Since here the increase/decrease of the water level also occurs at BDP/BFPs, replacing the conventional water-filling used in [13] by the two-dimensional water-filling in (41)-(42), we can obtain the BDP/BFP set for optimal energy allocation in multiple orthogonal broadcast channels. We name this algorithm as the two-dimensional dynamic water-filling algorithm. Moreover, after obtaining the optimal BDP/BFP set, the optimal energy allocation can be further calculated by (41)-(42).
Remark 2:
We note that, with equal weights, by Theorem 1, the energy-bandwidth allocation problem for multiple orthogonal broadcast channels is equivalent to that for multiple pointto-point channels treated in [1] . Although the general algorithms developed in this section can obtain the optimal energy-bandwidth allocation for the equal weight case, solving the problem by using Theorem 1 along with the algorithms in [1] has a lower computational complexity. Specifically, for the general case, the energy allocation subproblem EP n (A n , W)
contains O(|M n |K) variables and the bandwidth allocation subproblem 
III. MULTIPLE NON-ORTHOGONAL BROADCAST CHANNELS

A. Problem Formulation
We consider a system with multiple non-orthogonal broadcast channels, where each transmitter communicates with all its receivers on the same (assigned) frequency band at the same time.
Denoting X mki as the symbol sent for receiver m at instant i in slot k, the signal received at receiver m is Y mki = h mk X mki + h mk m 0 =m X m 0 ki + Z mki , where h mk represents the complex channel gain for receiver m in slot k and Z mki ∼ CN(0, 1) is the i.i.d. complex
Gaussian noise. We note that, m 0 =m X m 0 ki represents the interference and is treated as noise by receiver m. Moreover, we denote the channel gain and the energy consumption in each slot
We denoteã k n as the amount of bandwidth used by transmitter n. Then, we use the upper bound of the achievable rate over a weighted sum of the M receivers and K slots as the performance metric, given by [14] 
whereÃ {ã k n , ∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K}. Note that, the rate in each slot is achieved by decoding the messages in the order of the channel quality [15] , i.e., we decode the message from a weaker channel prior to that from a stronger channel. Moreover, we assume no two channels have the same gain in the same slot.
We define the energy-bandwidth allocation problem in multiple non-orthogonal broadcast channels as follows:P We note that, the above problem is non-convex due to the non-convexity of the objective function. To obtain the energy-bandwidth allocation, we first definep k n m∈Mn p k m for all n ∈ N and rewrite (44) as
Denoting
we further write (45) as
whereP {p k n , ∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K} is the total energy allocation. To solveP W (ǫ), we first solve (47) to obtain the optimal bandwidth allocationÃ and the optimal total energy allocationP. Then, given the total energy allocationP, we further optimally split the total energy for each receiver by solving (46).
The optimal solution to (46) is given in [6] , which is summarized in the following Lemma:
Lemma 1: For any (n, k), we have a set of energy cut-off lines {L
For any a ∈ M n , the optimal energy splitting is
where L k a ≤ L k b are two adjacent cut-off lines. The procedure for computing {L k m , ∀m ∈ M n } is also given in [6] .
B. Solving the Problem in (47)
The convexity of F k n (p) has been shown in [6] , given by the following lemma: Lemma 2: F k n (p) is strictly concave with respect to p, whose first-order derivative is continuous.
Then, the problem in (47) is still an energy-bandwidth allocation problem with the rate function defined in (46), which is increasing and jointly concave with respect to the total energy and bandwidth allocations. Note that the problem in (47) and the problem in [1, Eqn. (9)- (10)] have the same feasible domain and the corresponding optimal energy allocations both follow the water-filling formula (will be shown later in this section). Then, it is easy to verify that the optimal energy discharge given by [1, Eqn. (11)] and the iterative algorithm in [1, Algorithm 1] can also give the optimal solution to the problem in (47).
Hence we focus on the energy and bandwidth allocation subproblems as follows:
• Energy allocation subproblem: DenoteÃ n {ã k n , k ∈ K},
• Bandwidth allocation subproblem: DenoteP k {p k n , n ∈ N },
subject to subject to
Using the Lagrangian multiplier defined in (4), we first write the Lagrangian function for the problem in (47) as
1) Solving the Energy Allocation Subproblem:
SinceẼP n (Ã n , W) is a convex optimization problem with linear constraints, its K.K.T. conditions are sufficient and necessary for optimality when ǫ > 0 [11] . With L N defined in (53), we can write the first-order condition for the nonorthogonal broadcast channel as 
The proof of Proposition 2 is provided in Appendix A.
Moreover, we note that
is strictly decreasing with respect top k n due to the strict concavity of F k n (p). Then using (54) and Proposition 2,p k n can be uniquely determined as follows
We note that, since P W (ǫ) andP W (ǫ) have the same Lagrangian multipliers, by analyzing the K.K.T. conditions and using Proposition 2, it is easy to verify that the changes of w k n still follows Proposition 1, i.e., it may only increase/decrease at the BDP/BFP. Then, we treat (57) as a water-filling formula and the water level is determined by
As for the energy allocation problem in multiple orthogonal broadcast channels, since here the water level change also occurs at BDP/BFPs, we can use the water-filling in (57)-(58) to replace the conventional water-filling operation in [13, Algorithm 2] , and then the BDP/BFP set can be obtained. After obtaining the BDP/BFP set, using (57)- (58), we obtain the optimal total energy allocation.
2) Solving the Bandwidth Allocation Subproblem:
When n∈Np k n = 0, the sum-rate in slot k is zero. Thus, in this subsection we focus on the case n∈Np k n > 0. SinceBP k (P k , ǫ, W) is a convex optimization problem with linear constraints, its K.K.T.
conditions are sufficient and necessary for optimality when ǫ > 0 [11] . The first-order condition can be written as
where the value of F k n (p k n /ã k n ) can be calculated using the algorithm in [6] . Taking the constraints in (52) into account,ã k n must satisfy
We note that, for each k ∈ K, we have N + 1 equations [(59) for all n ∈ N and (60)] and N + 1
n for all n ∈ N and α k ]. Therefore, all the variablesã k n can be uniquely determined by solving the equation group given k ∈ K.
Since F k n (p) is concave by Lemma 2, aF k n (p/a) is jointly concave with respect to p and a. Then, ∂ aF k n (p/a) /∂a is non-increasing with respect to a given p. Also, the left-hand-side of (60) is non-decreasing with respect to a. Therefore, given α k , we can use the bisection method to find the correspondingã k n (α k ) in (59). Finally we can use the bisection method again to determine the proper α k such that (60) is satisfied. The procedure for computing the bandwidth allocation is summarized as follows. 
Algorithm 2 -Solving bandwidth allocation subproblemBP
k (P k , ǫ, W) 1: Initialization Specify initial α k u > α k l > 0 such that N n=1 max{ã k n (α k u ), ǫ} < 1 < N n=1 max{ã k n (α k l ), ǫ} Specify error tolerance δ > 0 2: REPEAT α ← (α k u + α k l )/2 FOR all n ∈ N (*) Solve (59) to obtainã k n (α) using the bisection method ENDFOR IF | N n=1 max{ã k n (α k ), ǫ} − 1| < δ THEN Goto step 4 ENDIF IF N n=1 max{ã k n (α k ), ǫ} > 1 THEN α k l ← α ELSE α k h ← α ENDIF 3: FOR all n ∈ N Calculateã k n by (32) ENDFOR
The complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(N).
C. Special Case: Equal Weights
When W m = 1 for all m ∈ M, by Proposition 2, we have
for all p ≥ 0. Since, given any a, b ∈ M n such that
Therefore, by (46), we must have
where m k n arg max m∈Mn {H k m }, i.e., each transmitter uses only the strongest channel to transmit in each slot. Then, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1: Theorem 1 also holds for the network with multiple non-orthogonal broadcast channels. Moreover, with equal weights, networks with multiple orthogonal and non-orthogonal broadcast channels achieve the same maximum throughput.
Remark 4:
When the weights are equal, by Corollary 1, the energy-bandwidth allocation for multiple orthogonal broadcast channels is equivalent to that for multiple point-to-point channels treated in [1] . Comparing to the algorithms in [1] , the general algorithms in this section involve solving subproblems with more variables and constraints and the additional calculations of F k n (p) and α. Thus we should use Corollary 1 along with the algorithms in [1] to solve the energy allocation problem when the weights are equal.
D. Achievable Rate Regions
Denoting C O,m (P, A) and C N,m (P, A) as the sum-rate of receiver m achieved by the energybandwidth allocation (P, A) in K slots for multiple orthogonal and non-orthogonal broadcast channels, respectively. Then, the rate region can be defined as R (·) {(r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r M ) | 0 ≤ r m ≤ C (·),m (P, A), P, A are feasible}, where (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r M ) is the sum-rate vector for all receivers.
Lemma 3:
The rate region R O is strictly convex for the network with multiple orthogonal broadcast channels.
Proof: Consider two sum-rate vectors R 1 , R 2 ∈ R O and the corresponding energy-bandwidth allocation as (P 1 , A 1 ) and (P 2 , A 2 ). Then, given any θ ∈ (0, 1) andθ = 1 − θ, consider Note that for W = {W m = 1, W i = 0, ∀i = m},P W (0) and P W (0) maximize the sum-rate for the single receiver m and the two problems are the same. Then we havẽ 
and (. . . , 0, P {Wm=1,W i =0,∀i =m} (0), 0, . . .) for all m ∈ M can be achieved with both orthogonal and non-orthogonal broadcast.
We give an example for the network with one transmitter and two receivers. According to the above analysis, R O andR N have three common points on the boundary as shown in 
IV. ACHIEVING PROPORTIONAL FAIRNESS IN ORTHOGONAL BROADCAST CHANNELS
In this section, we formulate a proportionally-fair (PF) throughput maximization problem for the network with multiple orthogonal broadcast channels, and show that it can be converted to a weighted throughput maximization problem with some proper weights.
A. PF Throughput Maximization
We consider the following utility function
Outer-bound ofR N Inner-bound of R O Fig. 2 . Rate regions of orthogonal and non-orthogonal broadcast channels.
Then, the PF throughput maximization problem is formulated as
subject to the constraints in (2), whose solution is known to result in proportional fairness [9] [8].
Without loss of generality, we assumeẼ K n > 0 for all n ∈ N and thus each transmitter achieves a non-zero sum-rate to make the PF throughput lower bounded.
We next convert F ǫ into a weighted throughput problem P W (ǫ). Specifically, given W, we denote R m (W) as the sum-rate achieved for receiver m by the optimal solution to P W (ǫ); we also denoteR m as the sum-rate achieved for receiver m by the optimal solution to F ǫ . We note that, since the rate region R O is strictly convex, R m (W), which is the tangent point of a hyperplane (defined by W) to R O , is continuous in W.
Theorem 3: Given W, the optimal solution to P W (ǫ) is also optimal to F ǫ , if and only if, there exists θ > 0 such that W m R m (W) = θ for all m ∈ M, where R m (W) is the sum-rate achieved for receiver m by the optimal solution to P W (ǫ).
Proof: We note that P W (ǫ) and F ǫ have the same decision variables and the same constraints and they can use the same Lagrangian multiplier as defined in (4) . Then, the Lagrangian functions for P W (ǫ) and F ǫ can be defined as (5) and
respectively. Taking the first-order derivatives with respect to p k m , we have
also, we can obtain the derivative with respect to a k m in the same form as above. Note that, for P W (ǫ) and F ǫ , their K.K.T. conditions are sufficient and necessary for optimality when ǫ > 0.
Also, sinceR m is the sum-rate achieved for receiver m by the optimal solution to F ǫ and R m (W) is the sum-rate achieved by the optimal solution to P W (ǫ), when W m = 1/R m (W) for all m ∈ M, the solution satisfies the K.K.T. conditions of F ǫ also satisfies those of P W (ǫ), and vice versa. Therefore, P W (ǫ) and F ǫ have the same optimal solution. Moreover, we note that scaling W m by a positive factor θ does not affect the optimality of P W (ǫ) and thus the above equivalence condition can be further relaxed to W m = θ/R m (W) where θ > 0. Furthermore, since the objective functions of the two problems are both continuous, we can further extend the result to the case of ǫ = 0.
We call W the PF weights if P W (ǫ) and F ǫ have the same optimal solution.
B. Obtaining the PF Weights
To obtain the PF weights, we first define an optimization problem:
Constraints in (2)
.
We note that, since 1/W m is drawn from the rate region R O , the optimal value of (75) is zero,
By Theorem 3, the PF weights is also the optimal solution to (75). Then, denotingW m W m + λ m where λ m ≥ 0 is the dual variable, we convert the inner maximization problem in (75) to its dual problem and (75) can be further written as
,...,
Note that the inner problem of (77) is equivalent to the weighted throughput optimization problem PW (ǫ) with an additional constant term mW m /W m , whereW = {W m , m ∈ M}.
Thus, when W m =W m = 1/R m (W), the problem in (77) is optimally solved (the optimal value is zero, which is same as the problem in (75)) and by Theorem 3 the optimal PF weights are obtained. Then, we can write the subgradient for the outer minimization problem in (77) as [11] 
Since the subgradient of W m is positive, the optimal 1/W m is on the positive boundary of
is on the positive boundary of R O and changes continuously asW changes. Then, the following update rule To find the PF weights, we need to obtain the optimal solution to (77) such that W m = W m . Specifically, we choose the same initial condition and step size for W m andW m , and simultaneously update W m andW m in each iteration. Then, W m andW m remain the same in each iteration and the update rule becomes
where the step size δ(i) satisfies lim i→∞ δ(i) = 0 and
can converge, the problem in (77) is optimally solved and finally we havē The procedure for computing the PF energy-bandwidth allocation is summarized as follows. 
) is the obtained energy-bandwidth allocation
Note that, the convergence of the proposed algorithm is highly dependent on the selection of the initial value, i.e., W (0) . Specifically, we can set
as the initial PF weights, whereR m (K) denotes the sum-rate achieved by the solution to F ǫ given the realizations {Ẽ k n , H k n , n ∈ N , k ∈ K} in the scheduling period K, and the simulation results in Section VI demonstrate that the optimal performance is approached closely in a few iterations.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We first focus on a single transmitter and compare the achievable rate regions for orthogonal and non-orthogonal two-user broadcast channels, i.e, N = 1 and M = 2. For the transmitter, we set the initial battery level B k n = 0, the battery capacity B max n = 20 units, and we do not apply the maximum power constraint. We generate the realizations of the harvested energy E k n and channel gains H k m following the truncated Gaussian distribution N (10, 2) and the Rayleigh distribution with the parameter 2, respectively. Moreover, we consider two scheduling period, K = 1 slot and K = 10 slots, and show the sum-rate improvement by the non-orthogonal broadcast over the orthogonal broadcast in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , respectively. Specifically, we note that when K = 10 the improvement is quite marginal. Moreover, in Fig. 4 , two curves share Achievable sum-rate regions of two-user orthogonal/non-orthogonal broadcast channels (K = 10).
three common points corresponding to the sum-rate achieved by the solution to P 0 (W 1 , W 2 ) for (W 1 , W 2 ) = (1, 0), (0.5, 0.5) and (0, 1), respectively. Also, when W 1 = W 2 = 0.5, the sum-rates are maximized for both the orthogonal and non-orthogonal broadcast, which are same.
A. Weighted Sum-Rate Maximization
We then consider a network with multiple broadcast channels where there are N = 3 transmitters and each communicates with 2 receivers, i.e.,
We set the scheduling period as K = 20 slots. For each transmitter n, we set the initial battery level B 0 n = 0 and the battery capacity B max n = 20 units. We assume that the harvested energy E k n follows a truncated Gaussian distribution with mean µ n and variance of 2. We also assume a Rayleigh fading channel with the parameter σ m .
For comparison, we consider two simple scheduling strategies, namely, the greedy energy policy and the equal bandwidth policy. For the greedy energy policy, each transmitter first tries to use up the available energy in each slot. Then, given the available energy for each transmitter, we solve the energy-bandwidth allocation problem slot by slot, i.e., P W (0) for K = 1, to calculate the energy and bandwidth allocated for each receiver. For the equal bandwidth policy, we first assign the bandwidth for each transmitter equally. Then, given the assigned bandwidth for each transmitter, we solve an energy-bandwidth allocation problem transmitter by transmitter, i.e., To compare the performance of the different algorithms and policies, we evaluate the (weighted) sum-rate for the multiple orthogonal broadcast channels (O-BCs) and non-orthogonal broadcast channels (NO-BCs), respectively. We use W 1 = {W m = 1/6} and W 2 = {W m = (2(n − 1) + m)/21} for the unweighted and weighted sum-rate cases, respectively, and set the channel fading parameter σ m = 2. Moreover, we assume the power unconstrained case where the energy harvesting rate is µ n = 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 units per slot and a power constrained case where the maximum power constraint is P n = 10 and the energy harvesting rate is µ n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 units per slot. We run the simulation 500 times to obtain the performance for the different algorithm and policies, as shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 for the power unconstrained case with W 1 , the power unconstrained case with W 2 , and the power constrained case with W 2 , respectively.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the maximum throughput in NO-BC is the same as that in O-BC under the optimal energy-bandwidth allocation and the greedy energy policy. This is because in both O-BC and NO-BC, the optimized bandwidth allocation requires that each transmitter only transmit to the receiver with the strongest channel in each slot when the weights are equal (e.g. Fig. 7 that the gap between the performances of the optimal energy-bandwidth allocation and the greedy energy policy decreases as the energy harvesting rates increases.
B. PF Throughput Maximization
We next evaluate the PF throughput performance in the network with multiple orthogonal broadcast channels. For comparison, we consider three scheduling strategies, namely, the greedy policy, the traditional PF policy, and the approximate PF policy. For the greedy policy, the transmitter evenly splits the maximum available energy for the transmission to each receiver in each slot, i.e., p 
where we denoteR k m as the average sum-rate before slot k [8] . For the approximate PF policy, we use the approximate PF weights given in (82) and then solve a weighted sum-rate maximization problem.
To evaluate the performance of the different algorithm and policies, we consider two scenarios, namely, the varying EH scenario, where the different transmitters have different means of the energy harvesting such that µ 1 + 2 = µ 2 + 1 = µ 3 and the channel fading parameter is σ = 2 for all transmitters, and varying channel scenario, where the different transmitters have different channel fading parameters such that σ 1(·) + 0.5 = σ 2(·) and the mean of the energy harvesting is µ = 2 for all transmitters. In both the scenarios, the maximum power is unconstrained and we compare the performance of Algorithm 3 and the other three polices with the optimal PF throughput obtained using the generic convex solver. Specifically, in the varying EH scenario and the varying channel scenario, we assume µ 1 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 units per slot and σ 1(·) = 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2, respectively. We run the simulation 500 times to obtain the performance for the different algorithm and policies, as well as the optimal schedule solved by a general convex solver, as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for the varying EH scenario and the varying channel scenario, respectively.
From Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , it is seen that for both scenarios Algorithm 3 achieves the same performance as that achieved by the optimal energy-bandwidth allocation solved by the generic convex solver, which is better than the other policies, as excepted. Specifically, the performance of the approximate PF policy is close to the optimal performance and better than that of the traditional PF and greedy policies. It is because the energy harvesting and channel fading processes are stationary and erodic and the sum-rate achieved by the optimal energy-bandwidth allocation is close to the PF weights parameter. Also, the traditional PF policy is optimal for the transmitters without using the renewable energy source. However, due to the energy harvesting process with the finite battery capacity, the potential energy overflow necessitates the bandwidth share to maximize the proportionally-fair throughput. Therefore, the traditional PF policy gives the suboptimal performance for the transmitters powered by the renewable energy source. Moreover, the greedy policy, which does not take the energy and the fairness factors into account, provides the worst performance among the simulated algorithm/polices.
We also evaluate the convergence speed of Algorithm 3 with different initial weights W, i.e., the approximate PF weights and equal weights, as shown in Fig. 10 for K = 20. It is seen that, the convergence speed with the initial approximate PF weights is faster than that with the initial Performance comparisons in the varying channel scenario. equal weights, approaching to the optimal performance after around 10 iterations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have treated the energy-bandwidth allocation problem for a network consisting of multiple energy harvesting transmitters, each broadcasting to multiple receivers, to maximize the weighted throughput and the proportionally fair throughput. Based on the general iterative algorithm developed in [1] that alternatively solves the energy and bandwidth allocation subproblems, we have developed optimal algorithms for solving the two subproblems for both orthogonal and non-orthogonal broadcast. Moreover, for orthogonal broadcast, we have shown that the PF throughput maximization problem can be converted to the weighted throughput maximization problem with proper weights. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithms offer significant performance improvement over various suboptimal allocation schemes. Moreover, it is seen that with energy-harvesting transmitters, non-orthogonal broadcast offers limited gain over orthogonal broadcast. 
where (85) follows because (48) indicates that, for any a ∈ M n , p 
Specifically, for any a, b ∈ M n , I k ab is unique if it exists. Then, we can write
= max {I k ab <I k bc <...<p | a,b,c,...∈Mn} ab min{I k bc ,p}
where (89) follows since (F 
